style news

I TA L I A N L U X E
Lomi Design is delighted to announce the launch of the luxury Italian Cesar kitchen
brand in Ireland. Cesar Kitchens is a long established Italian producer of luxury
contemporary kitchens. With over 40 years of dedication to creating premium design,
the brand now sells in over 30 countries worldwide. Cesar is synonymous with Italian
elegance, offering exceptional quality and the finest attention to
detail. With every element produced to exacting standards, Cesar
makes it possible to control the precise quality of every component,
Scandi Style.. Lamb has added Ferm Living to their carefully curated brand of original
paying special attention to using the best raw materials from
designs, talented makers and artisans. Lamb fuses genres, styles and textures to invoke a
sustainable sources. Lomi Design, together with Cesar offer the
progressive yet timeless design in their product range. Ferm Living embraces modern design
finest contemporary kitchens backed up by a design service to deliver
with an element of mid-century charm from the brand’s Scandinavian heritage, so make this
endless possibilities for unique schemes and layouts. Contact Lomi to
your go-to brand for chaneling Hygge at home this season. This Kelim Triangles rug would
embark on your own Italian kitchen journey! lomi.ie
also look great as a textured wallhanging. €110/£98. lambdesign.ie

the lowdown
Coffee tables and side tables
are essential ingredients for
a sociable and successful
living space design. As well
as collecting carefully curated
pieces, the team at Hedgeroe
Home designs their own
bespoke furniture collections.
This unique collection can
be custom made to suit
your scheme in luxe finishes
including marble, antique
bronze and burnished gold.
hedgeroe.com
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Opposite: A Pooky classic, these Coolie hat pendants are hugely versatile for hanging singly or in clusters or rows. Shown in Burnt Orange, such Duck Egg Blue
and Navy. £56/€63. 1 Designed by Paul Smith for The Rug Company, available from Maoliosa, the Split Bright rug is inspired by triangular glass prisms, reflecting
and breaking up light to create layers of angular shapes. Price on request. 2 In this inspiring project by Irish design company, Hedgeroe Home, the living space
cleverly combines blues with warm reds thanks to statement wall art and a beautifully patterned rug. Price on request. 3 This stunning Belvoir velvet fabric from
the Boleyn collection by Zoffany features an abstract forest design with complex colour movement to create a kaleidoscopic ombré effect in blue and amber.
£120/€134 per m. 4 Sumptuous orange velvet with a traditional and luxurious buttoned back, this armchair from Audenza adds an amazing pop of colour to
a deep blue backdrop. Armchair £1,395/€1,557. 5 This brightly coloured teal and orange canvas – Lovebirds at Sunset – is one of Louise Mead’s most popular
paintings. The image is printed onto thick, glossy canvas, stretched over wooden stretcher bars, ready to hang. £40/€45. 6 Deep-sea blues and tangerine are
accessorised with rich golds in this home bar scheme by Essential Home. Price on request.
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